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Stanisław PAWLISZEWSKI1 

“MEU CORAҪÃO DE POLACO VOLTOU” –                                                       

– THE EXHIBITION ABOUT THE LIFE AND LITERARY WORKS 

OF PAULO LEMINSKI 

The following is a report on the opening of the first ever exhibition in Poland 
dedicated to the life and literary works of Paul Lemiński (1944-1989), an outstan-
ding Brazilian poet of Polish descent.  

The exhibition entitled Powróciło moje polskie serce/Meo coraҫᾶo de polaco 
voltou was opened on April 11, 2017 at the Rui Barbosa Secondary School in 
Warsaw and represents the Polish version of the original Meu coraҫᾶo de polaco 
voltou exhibition shown in Curitiba, capital of the state of Paraná in Brazil and 
arranged by daughters of the poet Aurea Alice Leminski and Estrela Ruiz 
Leminski, in cooperation with the Casa da Cultura Polonia Brasil in Curitiba. 

The wealth of information and documents shown at the exhibition, along 
with its high artistic level, serve as a most illuminating source of knowledge about 
the life and literary works of Paulo Leminski, the more so that the poet is not 
widely known in Poland. 

The exhibition presented in Poland was arranged by the Polish-Brazilian 
Society and the Museum of History of the Polish Peasants’ Movement in Warsaw. 
Stanisław Pawliszewski, president of the Society and Jerzy Mazurek PhD, the 
Museum’s deputy director, coordinated the preparatory works. Slight alterations 
were made to adjust the original version to meet local interests here. 

The exhibition was presented in Poland at the initiative and wish of its author 
Aurea Alice Leminski who visited the school in June 2016 together with Shirley 
Freder, the director of the Polish-Brazilian Culture House in Curitiba. Both were 
greatly impressed by the work done by the school to promote in Poland Brazil’s 
history, culture and economy as well as the history of Polish-Brazilian relations 
and Polish immigration to Brazil.  

The official opening of the exhibition at the Ruy Barbosa Secondary School 
in Warsaw was attended by His Excellency Alfredo Leoni, the Ambassador of 
Brazil to Warsaw, the Ambassadors of Portugal and Angola, representatives of the 
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Polish Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the Honorary Consul of Brazil in Cracow 
Grzegorz Hajdarowicz, representatives of the University of Warsaw and the Sile-
sian University in Katowice, pupils of the Rui Barbosa Secondary School, 
Brazilian students attending the University of Warsaw as well as representatives of 
cultural and civic organizations, including members of the Polish-Brazilan Society. 

The guests were welcomed by Wiesław Włodarski, the headmaster of the 
Ruy Barbosa Secondary School, and a letter from Aurea Alice Leminski, the 
daughter of Paulo Leminski, addressed to the participants of the ceremony, was 
read by Grażyna Misiorowska-Rychlewska, the teacher of Portuguse at the Rui 
Barbosa Secondary School.  

In her letter addressed to the organizers of the exhibition Aurea Alice 
Leminski expressed her deep gratitude for arranging the exhibition dedicated to 
her father. She pointed out that Paulo Leminski was one of Brazil’s most 
outstanding poets. He was proud of being a grandson of Polish emigrants which 
fact, she said, inspired him in his literary work. Paulo Leminski stayed in Brazil 
throughout all his life and had never ventured abroad, so it is noteworthy that it 
has now been the first time that an exhibition dedicated to his works is presented 
abroad, and that in Poland, the land of his grandfathers. His heart, she observed, 
has at last returned to its root. 

Aurea Alice Leminski thanked all those who helped to organise the 
exhibition mentioning in particular Wiesław Włodarski, the headmaster of the 
Ruy Barbosa Secondary School, Alfredo Leoni, the Ambassador of Brazil to 
Warsaw as well as the Polish-Brazilian Society and the Museum of History of the 
Polish Peasants’ Movement, the two institutions which prepared the Polish ver-
sion of the original Meo coraҫᾶo de polaco voltou display. 

Speakers at the event included Alfredo Leoni, the Brazilian Ambassador to 
Warsaw, Jerzy Mazurek, deputy director of the Museum of History of the Polish 
Peasants’ Movement and Stanislaw Pawliszewski, president of the Polish-
Brazilian Society. Addresses delivered in Polish by Jerzy Mazurek and Stanisław 
Pawliszewski were rendered into Portuguese by Bożena Papis of the Institute of 
the Iberian and Ibero-American Studies of the University of Warsaw. 

In his address Ambassador Alfredo Leoni praised Aurea Leminski for pro-
moting her father’s literary output in Brazil and her initiative of holding an exhi-
bition about his works in his grandfather’s native land. This exhibition, he said, is 
all about returning to Leminski’s roots and understanding the Polish inspirations 
in his work. So, organizing it in Poland was an obvious thing to do. Staging the 
exhibition, he said, would not have been possible without the overwhelming support 
by many people and institutions, and in  particular  so of Stanisław Pawliszewski of 
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the Polish-Brazilian Society, Professor Wiesław Włodarski, headmaster of the 
Ruy Barbosa School in Warsaw as well as Janusz Gmitruk and Professor Jerzy 
Mazurek, the director and deputy director, respectively, of the Museum of History 
of the Polish Peasant’s Movement. 

The Ambassador recalled that when Leminski’s grandfather Pedro Leminski 
immigrated to Brazil at the end of the 19th century, Poland remained since long 
under foreign occupation. Once in Brazil, Pedro became involved in building 
railways which were being expanded at that time. Polish immigrants took up work 
in agriculture, manufacturing and commerce. Polish immigrants contributed 
significantly to the development of Brazil. Brazilians, the ambassador said, are 
very glad that they welcomed so many Polish immigrants during so many years. 

The influx of Polish immigrants to Brazil since the mid-18th century has 
benefited its growth and enriched its cultural diversity. It has also created strong 
bonds between Poland and Brazil. This human link certainly facilitates interac-
tions in many different areas, such as political issues, trade, scientific and aca-
demic cooperation and of course cultural exchanges between the two countries.  

Alfredo Leoni noted that Paulo Leminski, the poet, belongs to that distinct 
group of people of Polish descent who made a major contribution to the arts in 
Brazil. Members of this group include such renowned personalities as painter 
Fayga Ostrower, theatre director Zbigniew Ziembinski and the TV director and 
advertiser Andrzej Bukowinski, to mention just a few. 

Due to his creative and sometimes irreverent works, Leminski is certainly 
one of the most prominent Brazilian artists of his times. He wrote not only poetry, 
but also prose and music lyrics. He translated many works into Portuguese (including 
but not only, poetry by Adam Mickiewicz). Without doubt, his works have reached 
a wide and diverse public of many generations, and is still cherished in Brazil. 

Concluding his address Ambassador Alfredo Leoni said: “I am glad that 
Leminski’s Polish heart, the one «given to him» by his grandfather, has finally 
come back to Poland. This great journey to Leminski’s origins begins here, at the 
Ruy Barbosa School in Warsaw”. 

Jerzy Mazurek PhD, deputy director of the Museum of History of the Polish 
Peasants’ Movement in Warsaw, member of the Institute of the Iberian and Ibero-
-American Studies of the University of Warsaw – spoke about the presence of 
Brazilian literature in Poland and of Polish literature in Brazil. Brazilian literature 
became known in Poland only after WW II even though literary contacts between 
the countries existed already in the first half of the 17th century when Brazil was 
a Portuguese colony. It was at that time that Krzysztof Arciszewski (1592-1636) 
staying in Brazil was involved in its  affairs,  among  others  as the author of ethno- 
graphical and cartographical works quoted by Dutch scientists in their publications. 
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The struggle for Poland’ s independence waged by succeeding generations 
of Poles in the 19th century evoked friendly support among Brazilian intellectuals. 
Mazurek recalled that the poet Pedro Luiz Pereira de Souza (1839-1884) wrote 
seven elegies under the common title of Os Voluntarios da morte to honour the 
Polish insurgents of the 1863 January Uprising against tsarist Russia. The outstan-
ding Brazilian poet Castro Alves (1847-1871) used the French translation of 
Adam Mickiewicz’s poem To the Polish Mother as a motto of his poem To the 
Mother of the Slave stressing thereby the universal character of motherly love and 
sufferings. Another eminent Brazilian poet and writer Machado de Assis (1839-
1908) dedicated Polônia, one of his most beautiful poems, to Poland. He chose 
Adam Mickiewicz’s prophetic words “And on the third day, the soul must return 
to its body and the nation shall be reborn” as the keynote. Endorsing the Poles’ 
aspirations, the poet assured them that “those who value the idea of freedom, do 
join the Polish nation in lamenting its sufferings, pray for their country’s resur-
rection and support their heroic struggle to this end”.  

A mass emigration of settlers from occupied Poland to Brazil took place at 
the turn of 19th and 20th centuries. This development, Mazurek said, inspired 
a spectacular rise of literary and journalistic activities among Poles living in 
Brazil, and the publication in Poland of a long series of literary works and jour-
nalistic reports dealing with Brazilian topics. Visitors to Polish communities in 
Brazil in the inter-war period included prominent writers Antoni Słonimski and 
Zbigniew Uniłowski. Both, by the way, came under strong criticism among the 
Polish community there for some of their books (Słonimski for his Pod zwrotni-
kami [Under the Tropics], Dziennik okrętowy [A Log-Book], 1925 and Zbigniew 
Uniłowski for Żyto w dżungli [The Rye in the Jungle], 1936, Pamiętnik morski 
[A Sea Voyage Diary], 1937). 

Jerzy Mazurek recalled that during WW II, Brazil offered shelter to about 
two-three thousand Polish war refugees. These included three famous poets – 
Julian Tuwim, Jan Lechoń and Kazimierz Wierzyński, writer Michał Choromański, 
painter and writer Rafał Malczewski, sculptor August Zamoyski, the world-
famous opera singer Jan Kiepura, pianist Witold Małcużyński as well as theatre 
director Zbigniew Ziembiński. Two years after his arrival in Brazil in 1941 
Ziembińki staged the Vestido de Noiva [The Wedding Dress] by Nélson 
Rodrigues at the Municipal Theatre in Rio de Janeiro which performance ushered 
in the “cultural revolution” in Brazil. Zbigniew Ziembiński stayed in Brazil for 
good and is regarded the founder of Brazil’s modern theatre. 
As regards knowledge of Brazilian literature in Poland it was rather small before 
WWII. This changed  after 1945. The names of two great novelists – Jorge Amado 
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(1912-2001) and Graciliano Ramos (1892-1953) – became especially popular due 
in part to the fact that preference was given in Poland at the time to left wing 
authors linked with the communist movement. A wider range of Brazilian literary 
works were translated into Polish after the political and cultural thaw in Poland in 
1956. Apart from the classical 19th century prose writers such as José de Alencar, 
Alfredo de Taunay and Machado de Assis, works were published written by 
contemporary Brazilian authors representing different ideological trends and 
modes. Most were published in the 1970s and 1980s, during the Latin American 
literature boom in Poland. In its series of Latin-American prose the Wydawnictwo 
Literackie published 18 Brazilian 19th and 20th century literary works, including 
books by Machado de Assis, Aluizio Azevedo, Lima Barreto, Graciano Ramos, 
Herberto Sales, Mἁrio de Andrade, Erico Veríssimo, Dalton Trevisan, Joᾶo 
Gimararᾶes Rosa and Claris Lispecter. 

In the 1980s, Brazilian sitcoms such as Escrava Isaura [Isaura the Slave] and 
Ciranda de Pedra [The Marble Dance] shown on Polish TV, voiced very high 
interest in Brazilian works of literature. The novels by Bernard Guimarᾶes and 
Ligia Fagundes Telles on which these soap operas were based, were published in 
Polish in 1985 and 1990, respectively. The subsequent commercialism of 
literature led to the mass publication in Poland of third rate literary works by Paulo 
Coelho. All in all, over 70 titles of Brazilian literature and about a dozen dramas 
as well as more than one hundred articles and reviews on Brazilian topics were 
published in Poland since 1945.  

Unusual interest in Brazilian theatre arose in Poland at the turn of 1950s and 
1960s owing to Zbigniew Ziembinski’s contacts with Polish theatrical milieu. 

Mazurek observed that the list of works by Polish writers published in Brazil 
by up to the end of 1980s is rather modest. Published were the works of Henryk 
Sienkiewicz, Władysław Reymont and Czesław Miłosz (the three Polish Nobel 
Prize Winners for Literature), Joseph Conrad-Korzeniowski and Jerzy Kosiński 
(both writing in English) as well as by Witold Gombrowicz, Jan Potocki, 
Stanisław Lem, Janusz Korczak and Wanda Wasilewska. 

The situation with regard to promoting Polish literature in Brazil changed 
definitely for the better during the last two decades thanks to the works done in 
this respect by Henryk Siewierski, Tomasz Barciński, Marcelo Paiva de Souza 
and Regina Przybycień. Jerzy Mazurek described their contributions in detail. 

Henryk Siewierski PhD (b. 1951), currently professor of comparative 
literature at the University of Brasilia, graduate of the Polish Philology Depart-
ment at the Jagiellonian University in Cracow, came to Brazil in 1986. He was 
publishing the Aproximaҫões. Europa de Leste em Lingua Portuguesa [Approxi-
mations. Europe of the East in Portuguese] periodical between 1986 and 2001 with 
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features written by Eastern and Central European authors. His Histόria da 
Literatura Polonesa” [History of Polish Literature] published in 2000, has greatly 
contributed to widening the knowledge of Polish literature in Brazil.  

At the same time, an increasing number of books by prominent Polish 
authors were being translated and published by major Brazilian publishing hou-
ses. These included Sanatorium pod klepsydrą [Sanatorium Under the Sign of the 
Hourglass] and Sklepy cynamonowe [Cinnamon Shops] by Bruno Schultz, Świat 
opery żebraczej [The World of Beggars Opera] by Bronisław Geremek, Msza za 
miasto Arras [The Mass for the Town of Arras] and Początek [The Beginning] by 
Andrzej Szczypiorski, Panna Nikt [Miss Nobody] by Tomek Tryzna, Nᾶo mais 
[No More] by Czesław Miłosz (translated together with Marcelo Paiva de Souza), 
and the Quatro Poetas Poloneses [Four Polish Poets] anthology containing works 
by Czesław Miłosz, Tadeusz Różewicz, Zbigniew Herbert and Wisława 
Szymborska (translated together with José Santiago Naud). 

Tomasz Barciński (b. 1936), has stayed in Brazil since February 1947. Since 
his retirement in 1999, has engaged in translating Brazilian literature into Polish. 
His rendering of Kochany Franz [Beloved Franz] by Anna Bolecka appeared in 
2002. Prestigious Brazilian publishing houses, such as Record and Companhia 
das Letras published Pianista [The Pianist] by Władysław Szpilman, Trylogia 
[The Trilogy] by Henryk Sienkiewicz, Ferdydurke [Ferdydurke] as well as Kosmos 
[Cosmos] and Pornografia [Pornography] by Witold Gombrowicz, Heban [The 
Shadow of the Sun], Cesarz [The Emperor], Podróże z Herodotem [Travels with 
Herodotus], and Wojna futbolowa [The Soccer War] by Ruszard Kapuściński, 
Złoty Pociąg [Golden Train, ???] and Czerwony Byk [The Red Bull, ???] by 
Mirosław Bujko, Faraon [Pharaoh] by Boleslaw Prus, Pamiętniki Rutki Laskier 
[Rutka Laskier’s Diary] by Rutka Laskier. 

Marcelo Paiva de Souza (b. 1971), authored the Teatr niepokoju. Studium po-
równawcze dramaturgii Stanisława I. Witkiewicza i Oswalda de Andrade [The 
Theatre of Concern.  A Comparative Study of Dramatics in Works by Stanisław 
I. Witkiewicz and by Oswaldo de Andrade] published in Kraków in 2001. He also 
translated novels by Dorota Masłowska and poetry by Czesław Miłosz into 
Portuguese. 

Regina Przybycień (b. 1949), translated Wisława Szymborska’s poems, 
which appeared on the market in Brazil in 2011. 

The president of the Polish-Brazilian Society, Stanisław Pawliszewski poin-
ted out that Paul Leminski is being referred to by literary critics as the “Curitibian 
Rimbaud” (Jean Arthur Rimbaud, the French poet of the second half of the 19th 

century, a precursor of Symbolism in poetry). He observed that by agreement with 
Aurea Alice Leminski, the Society and the Museum of History  of the  Polish  Pea- 
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sants’ Movement have both resolved to join the campaign to promote Paulo 
Leminski’s works in Poland, focusing in particular on the Polish elements in his 
poetry, especially so as it is not generally known in this country. The exhibition 
Powróciło moje polskie serce/Meu coraҫᾶo de polaco voltou [My Polish heart 
came back] is one event during that campaign.  

Another noteworthy development in promoting Paulo Leminski’s works in 
this country – Pawliszewski said - was the publication by the “Gnome” publishing 
house in Katowice in 2014 of a collection of his poems in Polish and Portuguese 
entitled Powróciło moje polskie serce, the same title as of the exhibition now 
shown. Poems for the bilingual publication were selected by Piotr Kilanowski 
from the Federal University of Paraná in Curitiba, who also translated the poems 
along with Konrad Szcześniak of the University of Silesia in Katowice.  

Commenting on the exhibition just opened, Pawliszewski pointed out that 
opening the display are panels showing the portrait of the poet, the title of the 
exhibition Powróciło moje polskie serce/Meu coraҫᾶo de polaco voltou and the 
title poem in Polish and Portuguese which read as follows: 

Powróciło moje polskie 
serce 
serce które mój dziadek 
przywiózł mi z daleka 
serce zmiażdżone  
serce zdeptane 
serce poety. 

Meu coraҫᾶo de polaco 
voltou 
coraҫᾶo que meu avό 
trouxe de longe para mim 
um coraҫᾶo esmagado 
um coraҫᾶo pisoteado 
um coraҫᾶo de poeta 

My Polish heart came back 
a heart that my grandfather 
brought from far away for 
me 
a squelched heart 
a trampled heart 
a poet’s heart 

Translation: Piotr Kilanowski  Translation: Ivan J. Santana 

Several panels, Pawliszewski noted, are devoted to Paulo Leminski’s 
CATATAU which work, he said, is compared by some to Finnigan’s Wake by the 
famous Irish writer James Joyce (1882-1941). Referred to by Leminski as “a novel 
– an idea”, CATATU draws on the hypothesis that Cartesius, the philosopher, 
might well have come to Brazil considering that he joined Mauricio de Nassau’s 
invading Dutch army in the 17th century. The hero of the book is Krzysztof 
Arciszewski. It is the name of the first known Pole who stayed in Brazil three 
times between 1629 and 1639 as one of the Dutch military commanders during 
the war against Portugal and Spain to win the northeastern coast of Brazil, the 
area of the present state of Pernambuco. Apart from his military exploits, Arci-
szewski became renowned for being the first Pole and one of the first Europeans 
interested in the life of Indians in Brazil. His ethnographic and cartographic works 
contributed significantly to the knowledge of America in Europe. 

Featured at the exhibition are Polish threads in Paulo Leminski’s works with 
one of the panels displaying the photo of Poezje Adama Mickiewicza z roku 1888 
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[Poems by Adam Mickiewicz from 1888] from Paulo Leminski’s library now 
owned by Leminski family. The collection contains a poem from Mickiewicz’s 
series of Lausanne Lyrics translated by Paulo Leminski into Portuguese. 

 
Polały się łzy me czyste, 
rzęsiste, 
Na me dzieciństwo 
sielskie, anielskie, 
Na moję młodość górną 
i chmurną, 
Na mój wiek męski, 
wiek klęski 

Choveram-me lἁgrimas, 
ininterruptas, 
Na minha infância campestre, 
celeste, 
Na mocidade de alturas e loucuras, 
Na minha idade adulta, idade de 
desdita; 
Choveram-me lἁgrimas limpas, 
ininterruptas... 

I shed pure tears, countless 
tears, 
Over my childhood, idyllic, 
angelic, 
Over my youth, exalted, 
disordered, 
Over my manhood years, 
downfall years; 
I shed pure tears, countless 
tears. 

 Translation: Paulo Lemiński Translation: Michael J. Mikoś 
 

It is worth adding that the known Brazilian musician José Wisnik composed 
music to that poem.  

One of the panels entitled “Recollection” features professor Henryk Sie-
wierski’s reminiscences of his meeting with Paulo Leminski: 

There were four of us: the poet, Alice Ruiz, Nadia Kerecuk who initiated the meeting, 
and me. We were sitting in his home in Curitiba. It was a warm evening in 1986. We were 
chatting and sipping brown ale. At a certain moment Paulo left us, went out to the next 
room and came back carrying a small book. It looked like an old prayer-book and the way 
he was holding it and passed it to us suggested that it could have been some extremely 
rare book, and perhaps a treasure. I was not mistaken to think so because it indeed turned 
out to be a nineteenth century edition of Adam Mickiewicz’s poems. The book sailed over 
the ocean with Paulo’s grandfather and it was from him, as Paulo wrote in one of his 
poems, that he received also a heart, the heart of a poet: “The heart of my grandfather/ 
brought for me from far away/ a squelched heart/ a trampled heart/ a poet’s heart”. 

Stanisław Pawliszewski expressed his gratitude to Aurea Alice Leminski for 
helping to stage such an illuminating exhibition in Poland. He thanked the Brazi-
lian Ambassador Alfredo Leoni for supporting the venture. He acknowledged the 
contribution of Jerzy Mazurek, deputy director of the Museum of History of the 
Polish Peasants’ Movement, pointing out that this exhibition could not have been 
shown in Poland without the Museum’s active involvement in its preparation. The 
president extended his Society’s thanks to Wiesław Włodarski, headmaster of the 
Ruy Barbosa Secondary School, the employees and students of the school for their 
assistance in preparing the opening ceremony of the exhibition in the school. 
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He also announced that the Powróciło moje polskie serce/Meu coraҫᾶo de 
polaco voltou [My Polish heart came back] exhibition will be subsequently shown 
throughout the country.  

Following the official part of the opening ceremony, the Rui Barbosa Secon-
dary School students gave a recital of Paulo Leminski’s poems in Polish and in 
Portuguese taken from the Powróciło moje polskie serce collection. These were: 
NARAJÓW, Powróciło moje polskie serce/Meu coraҫᾶo de polaco voltou [My 
Polish heart came back], and Kiedyś mieliśmy być homerem/um dia a gente ia ser 
homero [one day we would be homer]. The full text of the first poem in Polish, 
Portuguese and English appears in the earlier part of the report, while the other 
two are quoted here below in Polish, Portuguese and English.  

 
NARAJÓW NARAJOW NARAJOW 

Mucha wyląduje na mapie, 
i ja z nią wyląduję w 
Narajowie, 
wiosce skąd pochodził 
ojciec mojego ojca, 
co przybył robić w 
Ameryce, 
co zrobi na odwrót, 
Polska w pamięci, 
Atlantyk przede mną 
Wisła we krwi. 
 
Co wie mucha o ranie, 
którą odległość drąży 
w żywym ciele, 
kiedy statek wypływa z 
portu, 
stawiając wszystko na 
ostatnią kartę pożegnania? 
 
Gdzie błąkała się ta mapa, 
że dopiero teraz wyciąga 
dłoń, 
żeby ugościć tę muchę, 
która na nią opada 
matematyczna? 

Uma mosca pouse no 
mapa e me pouse em 
Narἁjow, 
a aldeia donde veio o pai 
de meu pai, 
o que veio fazer a 
América, 
o que vai fazer o 
contrἁrio, 
a Polônia na memόria, 
o Atlântico na frente, 
o Vístula na veia, 
 
Que sabe a mosca da 
ferida 
que a distância faz na 
carne viva, 
quando um navio sai do 
porto jogando a última 
partida? 
 
Onde andou esse mapa 
que sό agora estende a 
palma 
para receber essa mosca, 
que nele cai, matemἁtica? 

May a fly land on the map 
and land me in Narajow, 
the village from which 
my father’s father came, 
the one who came to do 
America, 
the one who would do the 
opposite, 
Poland as a memory, 
the Atlantic in front, 
the Vistula in the veins. 
 
What does the fly know of the 
wound 
that distance cuts into raw 
flesh, 
when a ship leaves the port 
playing the last match? 
 
Where has this map been 
that only now extends the 
palm 
to receive this fly, 
that falls into it, by math? 

Translation: Piotr Kilanowski  Translation: Ivan J. Santana 
 

KIEDYŚ ONE DAY 

kiedyś 
mieliśmy być homerem 
niczym mniej niż iliada 
 

one day 
we would be homer 
our works no less than an iliad 
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potem 
ciężkie życie  
można było zostać jakimś rimbaudem 
jakimś ungarettim jakimś fernando pessoą 
jakimkolwiek 
lorcą eluardem ginsbergiem 
 
na koniec  
zostaliśmy małym poetą 
z prowincji 
którym zawsze byliśmy 
za tyloma maskami 
które czas potraktował jak kwiaty 

after a while 
as times turn hard 
we could be something like a rimbaud 
an ungaretti a fernando pessoa whoever 
a lorca an éluard a ginsberg 
 
lastly 
we finish as the little provincial poet 
that we have always been 
behind so many masks 
that time has treated like flowers 

Translation: Piotr Kilanowski Translation: Ivan Justen Santana 

Following the recital, letters from Professor Jolanta Tambor, Director of the 
School of Polish Language and Culture of the University of Silesia at Katowice 
and addressed to Stanislaw Pawliszewski and Wiesław Włodarski, were read by 
Brazilian students Perdida Setenareski and Leticia Ramlov. Professor Jolanta 
Tambor congratulated the organizers for arranging the exhibition, which she des-
cribed as “an important event for Polish culture”. She added that Powróciło moje 
polskie serce, the motto of the exhibition, served as an inspiration in the 
University’s project of publishing Paulo Leminski’s poems rendered into Polish. 
A collection under the title Powróciło moje polskie serce, was published twice – 
in Poland (in Katowice) and in Brazil (in Curitiba) – as a joint undertaking 
involving lecturers and students of the University of Silesia in Katowice and of 
the Federal University of Paraná. She also quotes statements by Brazilian students 
participating in this project to the effect that thanks to Paulo Leminski they 
enhanced their Polish identity and the significance of their Polish descent. 
Professor Jolanta Tambor added that the two developments – the publishing of 
Leminski’s poems translated into Polish and the opening in Warsaw of the 
exhibition devoted to his life and literary works – have both materialised thanks 
to the staunch support and good will of Aurea Leminski, the poet’s daughter.  

The display opened in Warsaw in April 2017 was since then also shown at 
the Museum of History of the Polish Peasants’ Movement in Warsaw and in the 
Museum’s branch in Sandomierz. It will be soon put on display at the University 
of Warsaw, at the Jagiellonian University in Kraków, at the Maria Curie-Skło-
dowska University in Lublin as well as in many other cultural and educational 
centres throughout the country.  


